CAREER SERVICE BOARD, CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER,
STATE OF COLORADO
Appeal No. 012-18 (Consolidated with Appeal No. 014-18)

DECISION AND ORDER

IN THE MATTER OF THE APPEAL OF:

DONALD DEMELLO,
Appellant-Petitioner,

vs.
DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY, DENVER SHERIFF DEPARTMENT,
and the City and County of Denver, a municipal corporation, Agency-Respondent.

Denver Deputy Sheriff Donald DeMello (Appellant) was assigned to work the 2D
Pod at the Downtown Detention Center (DDC). This pod is a special management pod
which houses inmates who possess violent tendencies, mental health issues, or other
issues which require their segregation from the general prison population. These
inmates remain in their cells for 23 hours per day.
On the day in question, inmates had been belligerent and disruptive, making
things difficult for Appellant and his co-worker, Deputy Leonard Fazio. At around noon
of this day, one inmate attempted suicide and required attention for approximately three
hours. Within less than two hours of that crisis, some inmates flooded the Pod by
clogging their toilets and flushing them. Another inmate broke a window, while yet
another inmate broke a battery and got battery acid on himself. 1 All of these incidents
caused the inmates' dinners to be delayed. The deputies anticipated trouble from the
inmates as a result of the delay and forced them to stand at the backs of their cells to
receive their meals to avert any possibility of them being assaulted by the inmates by
them reaching through the door flaps used to accommodate their food trays.
To protest the delayed meals, several inmates covered their windows with toilet
paper in violation of DDC protocol. Eventually, Deputies DeMello and Fazio convinced
almost all of the inmates to take the paper off of their windows, the lone holdout being
inmate SH. They advised their Sergeant of inmate SH's lack of cooperation. Based on
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Deputies DeMello and Fazio attributed all of this aberrant behavior to the inmates drinking "hooch." How the
inmates obtained the hooch and were able to drink it without being observed by deputies remained unexplored in
the Hearing Officer's decision.
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SH's prior history of trouble making and threats, the Sergeant, Sgt. Sanford, advised the
Deputies that due to the level of unrest in the Pod and low staffing at the time, they
could allow SH to keep the paper on his windows, but that when doing their required
rounds of the Pod, they were to knock on the window of SH's cell and get a verbal
response from him, and if they could not get a verbal response, they were to notify the
Sergeant immediately.
By 9:00 p.m. the inmates had settled down. Shortly after 10:00 p.m., Appellant
conducted a round of the Pod. While doing that round, he failed to get a verbal
response from SH. He notified Sgt. Sanford. At 10:10 p.m. they entered the cell and
found SH on the floor, unconscious, face down in a pool of blood. SH had cut his throat
with a piece of safety razor. They were able to get SH to regain consciousness and he
immediately became combative. Appellant held him down so that the emergency
medical staff could treat him. SH was transported to the hospital and recovered fully.
Deputies are required to conduct two rounds of the Pod every hour, checking up
on the welfare of the prisoners while in their cells. Deputies are also required to report
the completion of the rounds, and report if, for whatever reason, they unable to make or
complete a round. Videos taken within the 2D Pod showed that neither Appellant nor
Deputy Fazio completed rounds between 9:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. Despite not having
performed rounds, Appellant reported that "visual" rounds had been conducted at 9:05
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
The Denver Sheriff Department (Agency) issued Appellant a ten-day suspension
for a violation of the Agency's RR-400.8.2 - Failure to Make Required Rounds, issued
him a three-day suspension for his failure to abide by the DDC's Post Orders
concerning rounds, and issued him a two-day suspension for what it perceived to be his
inaccurate reporting of having conducted two "visual" rounds. The three-day
suspension and the two-day suspension were issued to run concurrently with the tenday suspension.
Appellant appealed his discipline to a Hearing Officer. The Hearing Officer
affirmed all the Agency's disciplinary actions taken against Appellant. Appellant has
appealed the Hearing Officer's decision to this Board. We AFFIRM the Hearing
Officer's decision.
Appellant first argues that the Hearing Officer erred by misapplying rules in his
decision concerning the degree of discipline. What Appellant has actually argued,
however, is that the Hearing Officer should not have reached the conclusion he did,
based on Appellant's understanding of the evidence. Appellant, in his brief, points to
what he considers inconsistencies or errors made by the disciplinary decision-maker,
the Agency's Civilian Review Administrator (CRA), Alfredo Hernandez. But the record
plainly reflects that the Hearing Officer carefully considered the testimony offered by the
CRA, and after hearing that testimony and all the testimony offered by Appellant, was
able to conclude that Appellant had failed to meet his burden of showing the Agency's
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actions to be clearly erroneous. Appellant has argued nothing more than his belief that
the Hearing Officer should have weighed the evidence differently and reached different
conclusions than the ones he reached. The fact that Appellant and his attorneys would
have made different findings and reached different conclusions than those made by the
Hearing Officer, is, needless to say, insufficient to warrant our overturning of the
Hearing Officer's decision. 2
Appellant, at page 6 of his brief, further takes issue with the fact hat he helped
save SH's life and that he was not given sufficient mitigating credit for that. This
argument, however, appears to us to misinterpret the concept of mitigation. A mitigating
fact would seem to be something that excuses or explains the misconduct, something
that puts the misconduct in a different light and the employee's motives and actions, in a
different and more favorable light. In this case, while it is both expected and laudable
that Appellant would engage in life-saving measures on SH after being found in his cell,
those actions in no way affect or change the circumstances under which Appellant
committed his misconduct. Doing his job concerning SH, even if heroically, did not
excuse or justify his failure to conduct rounds during the 9:00-10:00 p.m. hour, nor did it
excuse or justify his inaccurate reporting of having conducted "visual" rounds. 3
Appellant next argues that the Hearing Officer did not specify whether he found
that Appellant had willfully or negligently violated RR-400.8.2 and that he failed to
provide an analysis concerning Appellant's intent. First, we do not see that this
argument raises grounds for appeal. It does not constitute a misinterpretation of any
rule or authority on the part of the hearing officer, ids not a claim of factual insufficiency
and is not a claim of policy setting precedent. But even had this argument states
adequate grounds for our review, we would have no quarrel with the Hearing Officer's
factual findings and legal conclusions.
The Agency's RR-400.8.2. provides that "Deputy Sheriffs shall not willfully or
negligently fail to make their required rounds." It is true, as Appellant asserts, that the
Hearing Officer failed to provide a detailed analysis of whether he believed Appellant
acted willfully or negligently. But it is also true that for the Hearing Officer to have found
as he did, that Appellant violated RR-400.8.2, he would have needed to conclude that
Appellant acted willfully or negligently in failing to do his rounds. But it seems only
logical that Appellant, in failing to do rounds, acted either willfully, that is, with intent, or
that he acted negligently, that is, without specific intent to violate the regulation. We can
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Appellant, at page 5 of his brief, made the claim that the Hearing Officer afforded the CRA "unbridled discretion."
While we are not exactly sure what this means, we note that, indeed, the CRA's disciplinary determinations are
entitled to discretion and deference per Career Service Rule 20-56. In addition, if Appellant is implying that the
Hearing Officer improperly acted as a rubber stamp for the Agency's decision, we note that in the appeal of Deputy
Fazio (consolidated with this case), the Hearing Officer rejected the analysis of the CRA and significantly modified
downward the Agency's discipline of Deputy Fazio.
3
On page 7 of his brief, Appellant takes issue with the CRA substituting his judgment for that of his own. We do
not see how this amounts to any grounds for us to disturb any finding or conclusion made by the Hearing Officer.
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think of no middle ground; and whether Appellant's failure to complete rounds was
willful or negligent, it was still a violation of the regulation.
We have held previously that intent can be inferred from actions and
circumstances. We believe the record contains sufficient evidence from which the
Hearing Officer could have inferred that Appellant acted willfully or negligently. For
example, per testimony offered by Sgt. Sanford, given the unrest in the Pod that
preceded the 9:00 hour, it was an absolute priority that rounds be made. Under these
circumstances, either Appellant knew or should have known that rounds needed to be
done and he chose not to do them (a willful violation of the regulation), or he forgot to do
them (a negligent violation of the regulation), or he knew the rounds needed to be made
and chose not to do them because he mistakenly believed that whatever else he was
doing at the time took precedence over doing the rounds (another negligent violation).
Regardless of which of these circumstances is correct, it still amounts to a violation of
the regulation. We believe the record adequately supports the Hearing Officer's
findings and conclusions. 4
Appellant further claims that the Hearing Officer misapplied Career Service Rule
16-41 which speaks to the purpose of discipline. Starting at page 8 of his decision,
however, the Hearing Officer conducts a thorough analysis of the discipline issued to
Appellant and his co-worker with the precepts of CSR 16-41 front and center. We find
that analysis to be both reasonable and correct as well as consistent with both the
language and intent of CSR 16-41. The Hearing Officer did not misinterpret, nor did he
misapply CSR 16-41.
Appellant next argues that the Hearing Officer's decision sets bad precedent.
We disagree. The first allegedly bad precedent appears to have been set by the Board
itself. Appellant, at page 9 of his brief, complains that the Board rule (CSR 20) which,
among other things, places the burden of proof at hearing on the employee to
demonstrate that management's disciplinary actions are clearly erroneous goes against
everything the United States legal system stands for. Beside from being overly
dramatic, Appellant's assertion is wrong. See, e.g., Benavidez v. City of Albuquerque,
101 F.3d 620, 627-628 (10th Cir. 1996). ("Accordingly, Plaintiffs' procedural due process
rights were not violated by the City requiring them to bear the burden of proof at their
post-termination hearings."). It should come as no surprise that the Board disagrees
with Appellant's assessment and finds no improper precedent set by CSR 20.
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If an interpretation of this regulation was necessary, we would say that the inclusion of both negligence and
willfulness was intended to make it clear that the performance of rounds was a critical requirement and that a
deputy violated the regulation by not doing rounds, regardless of why the rounds were not completed. The
regulation, prohibiting both a willful failure and an intentional failure to perform rounds, pretty much sums up the
universe of circumstances under which a deputy might not perform rounds, and makes both of them a rules
violation. The rule, to us, is clear; rounds must be performed, absent the most extraordinary circumstances (which
were not present in this case).
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Appellant also argues that a precedent of disproportionate punishment is
"problematic." We do not see an issue of disproportionate punishment in this record.
Appellant claims that his punishment of a ten-day suspension is disproportionate
with the 4-day suspension allegedly received by his supervisor at the time, Sgt. Sanford.
Based on the Hearing Officer's decision, we cannot say that the circumstances
surrounding Sgt. Sanford's discipline is so like that of Appellants so as to make the two
similarly situated. The record before us does not provide us with sufficient information
to determine appropriate levels of proportionality.
In any event, we have long held that our system of discipline is not a comparative
system of discipline and the fact that two employees who might have committed similar
acts of misconduct have received different levels of discipline does not necessarily raise
red flags. From this record, we simply do not know sufficient facts to judge the
appropriateness or comparability of Sgt. Sanford's discipline viz Appellants. What we do
know is that it was Appellant's responsibility and not Sgt. Sanford's, to do rounds and
that Appellant failed to conduct two rounds during one hour of his watch. We also know
that it was Appellant and not Sgt, Sanford that inaccurately reported that "visual" rounds
had been conducted when they had not. We do not believe the record demonstrates
any improper disproportionate discipline nor does it support a finding that the discipline
imposed, or the Hearing Officer's affirmance of the discipline creates any improper
precedent requiring us to overturn or modify the Hearing Officer's decision.
Finally, Appellant argues that the proceedings were unfair because the Agency
has allegedly withheld evidence which could have exonerated him. This spoliation
argument was not raised before the Hearing Officer and we deem it waived.
Regardless, we see no evidence in the record to support the claim that the Agency
improperly hid, withheld or destroyed any evidence which could have been of use to the
Appellant
For all the above reasons, the Hearing Officer's decision is AFFIRMED in its
entirety.
SO ORDERED by the Board on November 1, 2018, and documented this 17th
day of April, 2019.

BY THE BOARD:

(\ iJ_ fzex_

Neil Peck, Co-Chair

Board Members Concurring: Karen DuWaldt, Tracy Winchester
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